General Rules
- No Glass containers, alcohol, or hazardous materials.
- Smoking is not allowed inside. Smoke only in designated areas.
- No weapons of any kind.
- No outside floats, toys, etc. allowed without management approval.
- Splashway is not responsible for lost or stolen items. Lockers are available.
- We reserve the right to inspect and reject any items entering the park.
- No children should be on the property without adult supervision.
- Read and obey all signage and announcements provided by Splashway.
- Do not distract the lifeguard team from their duties.
- Smile. With your admittance into Splashway you grant permission of your picture or video to be used for advertising purposes without compensation.

Health & Safety:
- No running or diving.
- Boisterous/rough play is not tolerated.
- Everyone should shower before entering the pool.
- If you or your child has or has had diarrhea in the past few days, please do not enter the water.
- If you or your child has or has had considerable exposed cuts, scrapes, sores or known contagious or communicable diseases, cough, cold, fever, inflammation of the eyes, nasal or ear discharges, please do not enter the water.
- Spitting, urinating, blowing of the nose, or deposits of foreign matter in the water should not be done.
- Neither you nor your children should drink the water from attractions or pools.
- You should not consume food, beverages, or use tobacco products on attractions or in the water.
- Only you know the ultimate extent of your health and physical limitations. Use your common sense and participate accordingly.

Dress Code:
- Swim diapers are required for infants and untrained toddlers.
- Suits or liners should be worn in addition to swim diapers.
- No cotton products (shirts, shorts, etc.) or water absorbent fabrics are permitted on water slides. Rash guards and nylon materials are ok.
- Proper and appropriate attire required at all times. Extremely bare styles of swimwear are prohibited (g-strings, thongs, wedgie bottoms, etc.).
- Proper swim attire must be worn on slides.
- Pants must be pulled fully up to waist.
- No exposure of undergarments.
- No see-through materials allowed.
- No clothing with explicit language and/or gestures.

*Failure to comply with these rules will result in dismissal from property without refund. We reserve the right to refuse admittance to or eject from premises anyone.